KIM KARDASHIAN’S Plastic Surgery Secrets

Two Babies And a Wedding!

BACHELOR CHRIS Did He Follow His Heart?

SPRING FASHION THE HOTTEST NEW TRENDS

BOBBI KRISTINA Family Claims ‘Foul Play’
CORDUROY PATCH HAT
Ashton Kutcher puts a lid on it with the surfer-inspired cotton cap. ($29, johnnie-o.com)

PHILOSOPHIE CLEANSE
Follow Lea Michele's lead: Reboot from the inside out with nutritionist Sophie Jaffe's three-day detox. The kit has nine liquid meals, six juices and supplements. ($288, thephilosophie.com)

THE US BUZZZZ-0-METER
From good vibrations (one bee) to major quakes (five bees), the people, places and things that are keeping Us abuzz . . .

ZEEL
Knead a massage, like, now? Summon a therapist to your home (Nina Dobrev does) with this app. (From $99, zeel.com, in NYC, L.A., Miami and San Francisco)

LUXE SHINE LIP LACQUER
Naked Princess launched a line of shea butter–infused plumpers. Mindy Kaling took a shine to the cherry hue. ($30 each, nakedprincess.com)

HOT DUDES READING
The View cohosts are drooling over this Instagram that showcases dreamy gents engrossed in books. (hotdudesreading.com)